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In this episode:
“The game’s afoot:
Follow your spirit, and upon this charge
Cry ‘God for Harry, England, and Saint George!’”
— William Shakespeare
The case which sets Sherlock Holmes on the path that will forever dominate and define his
life occurs while holidaying with a friend during his final year at university. When his
holiday-companion’s dog is killed under mysterious circumstances, Holmes begins an
investigation that will pit him against the very forces of darkness. With the help of Martha
Hudson, Holmes sets out to uncover the true nature of the evil which has settled in
Donnithorpe. On the way he encounters spectral possession, evil enchantment, and a hidden
sorcerer of immense power. Will Holmes’ deductive abilities and expertise in folklore carry
the day? Tune in to “The Visitor from the Gloria Scott” and uncover the terrifying truth for
yourself.
Episodes in the Host Your Own “Old Time Radio Drama” series are designed to provide a
fun dinner party experience for 6–8 participants. Read along, taking on the role of one or
more of the characters in the story, and listen as the exciting drama unfolds. This is the
theater of the mind, where the special effects are only limited by your imagination, and your
participation will build a memory that you’ll treasure for years to come.
Performance Rights Warning:
It is a violation of the author’s intellectual property rights to perform this play without written
permission from the copyright holder, Philip Craig Robotham. To obtain permission, use the
contact information at the end of this document.
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HOSTING A RADIO PLAY AND DINNER PARTY —THE
ESSENTIALS
You hold in your hands almost everything you need for an entertaining evening of “Old Time
Radio” Adventure. These instructions tell you all you’ll need to know in order to host the
evening but, as such things can be a bit dry and dull, we recommend you jump forward and
give the script a read first. Don’t worry, we’ll still be here when you get back and, once you
have a feel for the goal of the evening, you’ll feel a bit more inspired to tackle the
organizational stuff.
Okay, back with us? Can you imagine the fun you’ll have as you and your friends or family
gather to read through the script? Great! But of course there’s some work to do first. You’ll
need to invite your guests and prepare food etc. (or dial the pizza guy if you prefer). And
you’ll also need to have a sufficient number of our original scripts on hand for all the
participants. We have deliberately priced this product to make the purchase of the additional
scripts easy and affordable (and our prices compare very favorably with other “dinner party”
products on the market). Naturally, we’d prefer it if you purchased a script each for all the
participants, but everything will still work out fine if you share one script between two. Be
warned though, trying to pass a single script around the table tends to make for a frustrating
evening all round.
A quick note on the story
Each of the original scripts in this series was designed to stand alone. While occasional
reference may be made to events preceding the current story it is not necessary to know of
these events in order to enjoy the current episode itself. For those who are interested a short
summary of any story elements contained in previous episodes is included in the production
notes.
Guests
The key to hosting a fun evening of dining and drama lies in choosing your mix of guests.
You need to invite people who share a general sense of fun, a willingness to try something
new, and enough of a sense of humor to laugh at themselves if they fluff a line or mess up a
sound effect etc. Great acting skill is not required, but enthusiasm will add to the energy and
enjoyment of the evening. The real key is the willingness of your guests to take part and
enjoy themselves.
We recommend you include no more than eight participants (this being a manageable number
to seat around most people’s dinner tables). There are a good many more characters than this
in the script of course, but many of them only deliver a line or two during the course of the
evening, and people tend to have more fun if they can read a number of parts each. In the
days of live radio performance it was quite common for actors to read more than one part.
Before you send out the invitations it would probably be a good idea to read the script
through once yourself. The script you hold in your hand is a 1930s-style radio play featuring
a Sherlock Holmes “gaslamp” mystery (with a twist). If you are thinking of inviting someone
who is bored with anything less than an intense family drama or who does not respond well
to flights of fantasy and an admixture of ghost story in their entertainment, you may want to
think again.
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While these scripts were written with a grown-up audience in mind, my own kids absolutely
love them and they work quite well as part of a birthday party — though with kids you’ll
want to include some high energy activities as well (probably between acts).
Below is a sample invitation that you can use as a template for your own.
You might want to allocate roles before the evening, or alternatively, you might want to
divvy up the roles on the night. At the end of this script you will find casting sheets that give
the participants a quick sense of each role. Send them out ahead of time with the invitations.
The two lead roles are large enough to be managed by a single participant each. The rest of
the roles should be divided among the remaining guests. Be sure to pre-read the script to get a
sense of which characters interact with one another in each scene. This will help you avoid
situations where one guest is effectively talking to him or herself during the performance.
The preparation guide below assumes you will divide up the roles on the night while
everyone enjoys some nibbles.
Food
It wouldn’t be a dinner party without food. We’ve provided a genuine nineteenth-century
menu (with recipes) that you can use to add a little authenticity to the evening, but (if you’re
not comfortable with cooking) beer and pizza will do just as well (or juice and sausage rolls
in the case of a kid’s party).
Preparation
With regard to the dinner itself we have supplied a suggested schedule of play as follows:
Arrival, appetizers, and assignment of roles (if not pre-assigned)
1st Act is read followed by Main Course
2nd Act is read followed by Dessert
3rd and final Act is read followed by Coffee etc.
Sample invitation
The invitation below is a suggestion which can be copied onto more formal invitation paper,
sent as a simple email, used as a model for an invitation of your own devising, or ignored
altogether and replaced with something totally different.
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Dear [Guests’ name(s)]
On [date goes here] at [time goes here] “Weirdworld Studios” brings you... “The Visitor
from the Gloria Scott” — a 1930s-style radio drama in three acts... starring (yourselves in all
the major and minor speaking roles)* [optionally — with sound effects to add to the
thrilling atmosphere].
Tune in as the famous detective, Sherlock Holmes, embarks on his first ever case, facing off
against the deadly “Visitor from the Gloria Scott” in this first action-packed installment of
Weirdworld Studios’ blockbuster “Gaslamp Mysteries” serial.
Thrill to cheesy dialog and moustache-twirling villains.
Shudder at implausible yet oddly satisfying plot twists.
And Groan when the villain is finally revealed to be none other than...
...but that would be telling!
Arriving promptly at [time is repeated here], you will receive the scripts, and the roles will
be divided up and assigned over pre-dinner snacks and drinks.
The first Act will follow and conclude with the main course.
The second Act will follow the main course and conclude with dessert.
The final Act will follow dessert and conclude with coffee and tea.
This performance is guaranteed** to contain all the thrills and chills you have come to expect
from Weirdworld Studios, so be sure to tune in for this “one night only” event...
We hope you can make it.
[Your name(s) here]
*The evening to which you are invited involves participation in a unique form of dinner
theater (and yes, there will be food), recreating the ambiance of old time radio and
performing/reading through an original radio script in “Old Time Radio” style. Being a play
“for the ears” rather than the eyes, no costumes or props are required (though feel free to
dress in late Victorian style if it will help you get in the mood) [Optionally attach
the costume advice in this book].
**Management takes all care to provide an entertaining evening and guarantees to fully
recompense attendees to the value of $500.00 per head if fun is not had. This warranty is
valid for the entirety of 1880 and expires at Midnight on New Year’s Eve of that year. No
correspondence will be entered into thereafter and anyone dissatisfied with the script (having
been fully apprised of its dubious merits) deserves what they get. Should you feel the need to
place a specific complaint in writing we suggest you post it in the small round receptacle
marked “bills” where it will be attended to on any day that does not end in a “y.” Thank you
— The Management.
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Suggested Menu and Recipes
These themed recipes are for dishes cooked in England and Continental Europe during the
late 1800s.
For the appetizer — Mutineer’s Brandy Snaps a la Crème (serves 8)
Buy some rolled Brandy Snaps from the supermarket and follow the instructions below
regarding the cream for the filling, or — if you feel adventurous — you can try making the
Brandy Snaps from scratch (also below).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four ounces (112g) of flour
Four ounces (112g) of butter
Four ounces (112g) sugar
Four ounces (120ml) golden syrup
One pint (480ml) of cream
One teaspoonful of ginger
One teaspoonful of lemon juice
One teaspoonful of vanilla

Method: Put the butter, syrup, ginger, and sugar into a saucepan and heat gently until the
butter is melted. Sift in the flour and add the lemon juice. Wax or grease a baking pan and
pour one teaspoonful of the mixture into rounds kept well separated. Bake in a slow oven
until a deep golden brown; lift off with a knife and quickly place around a cone-shaped
“slipper” or “cornet” mould (or alternatively a rolling pin or cannelloni shells), with rough
side out; when set remove the mould.
Whip up the cream and add a little sugar and the vanilla. Fill some of the cases with white
cream. The remainder may be colored pink. Refrigerate the result and fill the brandy snaps
just before serving.
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For the main course — Detective’s Minced Beef with Egg Garnish (serves 8)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two pounds (900g) of minced steak
One small onion
Eight hard-boiled eggs
Six or eight minced or finely chopped mushrooms
One glass of port wine
A half pint (240ml) of stock
Two ounces (56g) of flour
Two ounces (56g) of butter
A little minced parsley
One teaspoonful of grated orange rind
Bread crumbs

Method: Heat the butter in a pan and then brown the finely chopped onions. Add the flour
and when brown add the wine and stock. Boil for two or three minutes, then add the orange
rind, steak and mushrooms, lemon juice and seasoning to taste; simmer for a further three
quarters of an hour. Press the yolk of the eggs through a fine wire sieve. Pile the cooked
mince together in the centre of a dish and cover with the powdered yolk. Place some rounds
or diamonds of toasted bread which have been buttered around the outer base of the dish and
cover with finely chopped eggs. Place the dish into an oven to heat through. Just before the
dish is served sprinkle with chopped parsley.
As a side dish — Elementary Glazed Carrots (serves 8)
•
•
•
•
•

Two dozen young (baby) carrots
One ounce (28g) of glaze (see below)
Two tablespoons of gravy
Two tablespoonful of sugar
Salt and pepper

Method: Trim the carrots, scrape them, and keep in cold water until ready for use. Put them
into a pan of boiling water containing a teaspoonful of salt to each quart of water together
with the sugar; boil until tender. Add glaze, gravy, and seasoning; toss about over the heat
until the glaze has melted and serve.
If old carrots, divide and cook longer.
Honey glaze
•
•
•

2 tablespoons clear honey
2 tablespoons soy sauce
2 table spoons red wine vinegar

Method: Stir the ingredients together until smooth and thoroughly mixed.
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For dessert — Ghostly Buttered Bread and Apple Charlotte (serves 8)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two pounds (900g) of apples
About four ounces (112g) of sugar
Butter
Four cloves
Stale white bread
Four tablespoons of water

Method: Peel, core, and mince or finely chop the apples, put in a saucepan with sugar,
cloves, and water, simmer until quite tender. Butter some small (single-serve sized) moulds
or soufflé dishes. These must not be too large or deep; cut a sufficient number of thin slices
of close-grained stale bread (about the width of two fingers and as long as the height of the
mould). Dip these one at a time in melted butter and line the sides of the mould, allowing
their edges to overlap well and so form a serviceable wall. Cover the bottom of the mould
with slices of bread, which may be cut into fancy shapes and dipped in butter before placing
in the mould. Puree the apples or push them through a sieve and place them in the prepared
moulds. Cover with a slice of bread buttered on the outside, bake in a moderate oven for forty
minutes. At the end of this time the bread should be thoroughly baked and be a nice brown.
Before serving sprinkle with sugar.
Costumes
Costumes aren’t necessary but can add a lot of fun to the evening. Nineteenth-century period
costumes are also pretty easy to put together.
At the close of the 19th century, women wore their hair up, often with a bonnet and shawl,
and a large brooch for adornment. Dresses were designed to simultaneously hide and
accentuate a woman’s figure, extending from the neck to the ground, and always included a
bustle. The bustle was worn behind or beside, and can be constructed of loose fabric tied in a
large knot or bow. Small white or lace gloves were considered fashionable and long gloves
were not uncommon. A discreet purse was not uncommon among well-to-do women.
Men’s clothing was particularly straightforward. A suit with a waistcoat was essential. A tall
hat was common and men were rarely seen without facial hair: mutton-chop sideburns, pencil
moustaches, and goatees being particularly common. Canes and cloaks, and the odd pipe
make excellent accessories for the discerning Victorian gentleman — as does a fob watch and
chain (if one can be found).
Sound effects
Sound effects are a great deal of work but can also add a great deal of fun to proceedings.
Feel free to simply read out the sound directions if that is all you want to do. Alternatively,
you might search the internet for just the right sound files. We’ve also included instructions
for a “build your own” sound effects kit in the Appendix at the end of this document (if you
prefer a more hands-on approach). You could divide up the sound directions and let your
guests have a go at inventing sounds to match them using the kit. Be aware that it may not be
possible to achieve all the sounds necessary using such a simple kit and some of your guests
may find this frustrating.
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UNDERSTANDING THE SCRIPT
To make it easy to find and keep your place within the script all the lines are numbered.
Numbers which are to be spoken aloud are spelled out (e.g., thirteen, three hundred and
twelve). Sound effects are underlined and capitalized to reduce the chance that they will be
mistaken for a line that needs to be read out. Speakers are indicated by the character’s name
appearing in capitals followed by a colon (e.g., TOM: ). Occasionally directions regarding the
delivery of a line will appear. These are capitalized and bracketed, e.g., (NERVOUSLY) —
again to reduce the chance that the direction will accidentally be read aloud. Difficult to
pronounce names are treated similarly in order to make pronunciation easier, e.g., Cartagena
(KARTA–HAIN–YA).
Each scene is numbered and identified as being either an interior (INT.) or exterior (EXT.)
scene. Usually some indication of the time of day is provided, e.g., NIGHT. The scene’s title
is always followed by a short list of the characters required for the scene in brackets — to
give everyone some warning as to how soon they will be called upon to deliver a line.
Occasionally you will see the term [CUE] at the beginning of a line. This simply indicates
that there is no sound effect or music to indicate when a line should be delivered and that the
actor should look to the director (usually the host of the meal) to indicate when to begin
speaking.
Sound effects are accompanied by a square bracketed number (e.g., [31]). These numbers
correspond to the sound effects lists included in the Appendices following the end of the
script.
Commonly encountered descriptive terms and directions found in the scripts in this series
include:
(BEAT) — A momentary pause for the count of one or a single beat.
(BRIDGE) — Music played between scenes — the radio equivalent of raising and lowering
the curtain on a scene.
(CALLS OUT/SCREAMS) — Achieved by raising the head and mouth to shout or scream to
the ceiling.
CONTINUE UNTIL — Let the sound or music play until a particular line number is reached.
[CUE] — The actor should wait for the director to indicate it is time to begin delivering the
line.
(DISTANT, OFF MIC) — In traditional radio broadcasting this was achieved by having the
actor step away from the microphone before delivering the line. At the dinner table this can
be achieved by stepping back from the table or simply lowering the volume of the voice.
(ENTERING/EXITING) — Approaching or moving away from the microphone.
ESTABLISH — Let the sound or music play for a moment before any other sound or dialog
is added.
FADE IN — Start the sound or music softly and then gradually increase its volume.
FADE OUT — Gradually lower the volume on the sound or music until it can no longer be
heard.
FADE UNDER — Lower the volume of the sound effect or music until the actors voices are
clearly audible over it.
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LET IT FINISH — Play the sound or music until it is complete without fading it.
(STAGE WHISPER) — A loud whisper uttered by the actor, intended to be heard by the
audience but supposedly unheard by other characters in the play.
(STING) — Music used to emphasize the emotion of a moment. The “dum-de-dum-dum”
that plays when a body is discovered or the “bada-bing” cymbal crash of a joke being
delivered etc.
(TO ROBIN, TO ALL) — Dialog to be directed to one or a number of characters in the
scene.
UNDER — Continue a sound effect or music at low volume under the dialog or action taking
place.
(WALLA) — Background sound belonging to the environment (for example, the sounds of a
busy street).
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CAST LIST
NARRATOR: The Narrator
ELDER SHERLOCK HOLMES: Reminiscing Narrator
MR TREVOR (SNR): Owner of the Donnithorpe Estate
YOUNG HOLMES: Detective of the Supernatural
VICTOR TREVOR: Holmes’ Friend
MARTHA HUDSON: Runs her dead Father’s farm
IRENE HUDSON: Martha’s Sister
BEDDOES: Mutineer in life, possessed Specter in death
MR ADLER (SNR): Local Farmer
CAPTAIN GREGORY: Captain of the Gloria Scott
SHIP’S MATE: Ship’s Mate aboard the Gloria Scott
JOE ADLER: Eldest son of Mr Adler
MICHAEL ADLER: Middle son of Mr Adler
PETER ADLER: Youngest son, married to Irene
SFX: SFX operator (1 required)
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ACT 1
INTRODUCTION
1. SOUND:

[52] (MUSIC) OPENING THEME. LET IT FINISH.

2. NARRATOR:

The details related in the following audio
drama were first uncovered in documents found
in the attic of a tenement house in London in
late 1985. They were the property of a well-todo gentleman who had lived at the end of the
nineteenth century — a doctor and soldier who
had been invalided back to England after a tour
in Afghanistan, later married, and had received
the documents as a bequest. The contents of
this property amounted to some sixty
manuscripts of varying sizes, upon the pages of
which were recorded, in a spidery hand, a good
number of tales both fantastic and macabre. We
do not make any claims regarding the veracity
of this material — since there is much it
contains that is frankly unbelievable.
Nonetheless, its author most certainly believed
that what was recorded was true, and we now
make it available to you so you may attach your
own verdict to it.
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3. ELDER SHERLOCK HOLMES: As much as it pains me to admit this
of so honest and amiable a man as my
biographer, he was never one to let the truth
get in the way of the telling of a good story.
On my instructions he was persuaded to, and
actively endeavored to, obscure a great many
things about my life that have, of necessity,
remained carefully guarded until now. For
example, it is true that I lived at 221B (TWO
TWO ONE B) Baker Street throughout the late
nineteenth century, and it is also true that I
was a consulting detective. However, the true
facts of the cases I investigated have, for the
most part, been substantially embroidered,
where they have not, in fact, been falsified
altogether. I should like to say at this point
that I accept a full apportionment of blame for
this sorry state of affairs. I have, even in
those recollections I penned myself, hidden
much of the truth deliberately from the public
eye. In my defense, let me just say that the
truth — by which I mean the whole truth — if it
were revealed in a less enlightened age, would
likely have given rise to a panic within the
general populace and a wholesale embrace of the
worst excesses of superstition. This was a
lesson I learned the hard way. As it happens,
the case of “The Gloria Scott,” as it came to
be known, was the very first case upon which I
ever embarked.
In 1880 I was studying organic chemistry at the
university and, due to an accident involving a
bull terrier which had taken an unhealthy
interest in my ankle, found myself laid up in
the infirmary for ten days. The miserable
beast’s owner was beside himself with remorse
and felt compelled to sit at my bedside
apologizing over and over for the better part
of a week.
The man’s incessant chatter seemed designed to
distract me from every fruitful avenue of
thought that my enforced convalescence might
have availed me. Despite the frustration this
caused, there was something disarmingly
likeable about the young chap and by the end of
the term we were fast friends. (CONTINUES OVER)
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3. ELDER SHERLOCK HOLMES: (CONTINUING FROM PREVIOUS) Oh, do
not look at me like that. I am quite capable of
making friends you know! Admittedly he was the
only friend I made while at the university, but
a friendship it was, and its existence should
go some way to putting to rest these rumors
that I am friendless and less than salubrious
company.
Anyway, returning to the case at hand, at the
end of the university term my “friend,” one
Victor Trevor, invited me to visit his country
home, “Donnithorpe,” and stay with him and his
father.
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SCENE 1: INT. THE PARLOR AT THE TREVOR ESTATE (MR TREVOR, YOUNG
HOLMES, ELDER HOLMES)
4. SOUND:

[57] (WALLA) COUNTRY NOISES (BIRDS, A FARM
ANIMAL OR TWO) — ESTABLISH AND UNDER

5. SOUND:

[18] DOOR OPENS — LET IT FINISH

6. MR TREVOR (SNR): (VERY HEARTILY) Ah, welcome young man. You
must be Victor’s friend, young Mr Holmes.
7. YOUNG SHERLOCK HOLMES: Uh, yes, thank you.
8. MR TREVOR:

Come in. Come in. Don’t stand in the doorway
like a hat stand. May I offer you some tea?
Never drink the stuff myself, but there it is.
(BEAT) I can’t think where Victor’s got to. I
sent him out to pick you up an hour ago.

9. YOUNG HOLMES: I didn’t realize someone was coming to meet
me, it would have saved me some trouble. I
walked over from the station. We must have
missed one another.
10. MR TREVOR: You didn’t come by the road I’ll be bound, not
given the state of your boots. Besides, Victor
would never have missed you on that narrow
track. (BEAT) You didn’t lug that bag of yours
across those hills did you?
11. YOUNG HOLMES: (DEFIANTLY) As a matter of fact, I did. The
day looked rather wonderful and I thought the
walk might be fun.
12. MR TREVOR: Well, I’ll be blowed. That’s a good fifteen
miles as the crow flies. And you’d have had to
cross the bog down where the creek passes
through that last little valley on the Hudson
property. I’ll wager you didn’t enjoy that
greatly.
13. YOUNG HOLMES: You’d be right, sir. I made the mistake of
thinking I’d shave some time off the trip by
cutting overland.
14. MR TREVOR: “Short cuts make for long delays” as they say
in these parts. You’re not from the country,
are you, lad?
15. YOUNG HOLMES: No, I’m not.
16. MR TREVOR: I can tell. (BEAT) Confound it! Where is that
boy?
17. YOUNG HOLMES: I’m quite happy to wait for him in the
parlor, sir, if you want to get back to your
ledger.
18. MR TREVOR: What? Yes... now how did you...?
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19. YOUNG HOLMES: Your sleeve. The ledger wasn’t quite dry
when you leaned on it and some of the numbers
have come off on your sleeve.
20. MR TREVOR: Aaah. Victor said you were a clever one. I hope
some of that studiousness rubs off on him. He’s
been up at the university for a year and a half
now and I’m damned if I can see any difference
it’s made to him.
21. SOUND:

[10] JINGLE OF BELL. CLIP CLOP OF HORSE AND
TRAP DRAWING UP IN THE YARD — ESTABLISH AND
UNDER

22. MR TREVOR: Ah, that sounds like him now. I’ll leave you at
this point, my boy. I hope you have a very fine
stay.
23. YOUNG HOLMES: Thank you, sir.
24. ELDER HOLMES: From the first I was concerned that
accepting this invitation had been a mistake.
Between the inanities of Victor’s conversation,
his incessant demands that we engage in “a spot
of tennis,” and that damnable dog of his always
trotting at his heels and taking a bite out of
anything less dull witted or watchful than
itself, I was almost beside myself with
boredom. Still, the weather was fine, and I
enjoyed the fresh air and exercise, and
Victor’s father kept as fine a table as one
could wish. All in all I was inclined to
conclude that Victor’s company was not too
great a price to pay for a (EMPHASIZING) short
holiday. And then it happened...
25. MUSIC:

[50] (BRIDGE) SUSPENSFUL SCENE ENDER — LET IT
FINISH
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SCENE 2: INT. HOLMES’ BEDROOM ON THE TREVOR ESTATE (YOUNG
HOLMES, VICTOR)
26. SOUND:

[11] (WALLA) NIGHT TIME. CRICKETS CHIRPING. A
DOG BARKING WILDLY IN THE DISTANCE — ESTABLISH
AND UNDER

27. YOUNG HOLMES: Confound that animal! Does it have to spoil
our nights as well as our days?
28. SOUND:

[12] WINDOW SILL SLIDING UP —LET IT FINISH

29. YOUNG HOLMES: Quiet, you barbaric hound! If you don’t
cease that vexatious yapping I will be forced
to come down there and remove your capacity to
engender offspring.
30. SOUND:

[13] PAINED YELP OF DOG FOLLOWED BY SILENCE —
LET IT FINISH

31. SOUND:

[12] ANOTHER WINDOW SILL SLIDING UP — LET IT
FINISH

32. VICTOR TREVOR: Steady on, old man. That was a bit ripe,
don’t you think! What did you throw at him?
33. YOUNG HOLMES: (SUDDENLY SERIOUS) Quiet, Victor. I threw
nothing at your dog. Something’s wrong.
34. SOUND:

[14] SILENCE — EVEN THE CRICKETS HAVE GONE
QUIET

35. YOUNG HOLMES: (BEAT) Something’s very wrong. Grab a gown
and a lantern, and meet me downstairs. This
bears some investigating.
36. MUSIC:
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SCENE 3: EXT. THE BOG ON THE NEIGHBORING HUDSON PROPERTY —
NIGHT (ELDER HOLMES, YOUNG HOLMES, VICTOR, MARTHA)
37. SOUND:

[1] (WALLA) NIGHT TIME. CRICKETS CHIRPING. AN
OCCASIONAL OWL’S HOOT

38. SOUND:

[16] SQUELCHING THROUGH MUD — CONTINUE UNDER
UNTIL 40

39. ELDER HOLMES: Needless to say my investigation took us to
the very same bog that I had been forced to
wade through on my arrival at Victor’s
Donnithorpe estate. A willow overhung the foulsmelling sludge, but it wasn’t the only thing
to be found hanging there. Impaled on one of
the branches was Victor’s beloved pet, sliced
and gutted like a hog in a meat-packing
warehouse.
40. VICTOR:

(WAILS) No! Emerson! What have they done to
you?

41. ELDER HOLMES: I have to admit that I have never understood
grief — I can’t seem to relate to people’s
attachments: to things, to animals, even to one
another. I have no insight. Frankly, as I
looked at this grown man wracked with loss I
wanted to laugh, but I have had enough
experience of life among my fellows to stifle
such urges. As it happens, I was feeling rather
elated. This was the first real challenge that
had presented itself to my mind since I had
left London. And the more I looked, the more
excited I came to feel. In the lantern light I
could clearly see the tracks of the dog in the
mud of the bog, just as my own and Victor’s
were also clearly visible. Nothing heavier than
a lizard could have crossed that stinking
morass to hoist that dog into the tree without
leaving any tracks — and yet — none were
present but our own.
42. MARTHA HUDSON: ’ere, ’oo’s that on our manor? I’ve got
twin barrels ’ere and I ain’t afraid ter use
’em, neither.
43. ELDER HOLMES: This was my first encounter with Martha.
Martha, who, later, due to another of my
biographer’s attempts at misinformation, would
be cast as my housekeeper and landlady of many
years — a deeply unflattering portrayal of
someone so integral to my life and work. Still,
it did the job in the end. No one ever guessed
who she really was: Mrs H indeed!
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44. MARTHA:

Did you ’ear me, long shanks? And what’s ’e
blathering about? (BEAT) Eh? Is that Master
Victor...?
What’s going on ’ere? Oh my Lord, that’s
Emerson ’anging in that tree.

45. YOUNG HOLMES: You’ve a remarkable grasp of the obvious,
miss...
46. MARTHA:

(SUSPICIOUS AND A LITTLE BIT AFRAID) ’ere, I
don’t know you, so don’t you move a step
closer. What’s going on ’ere?

47. YOUNG HOLMES: Why don’t you tell us?
48. MARTHA:

(MORE SUSPICIOUS) Well, you two clearly didn’t
do this. (INDICATING VICTOR) ’e’s too broken up
and, though you’d’ve done it in a heartbeat I’d
wager, still there’s not a drop of blood on
you... And where’s the tracks? Nothin’d move
through this bog that didn’t sink a foot deep.

49. ELDER HOLMES: My estimation of the girl immediately rose.
Behind her rough mode of speech lay a
surprisingly quick intellect and there was a
ready courage to her as well, backed up though
it was by her “twin barrels.”
50. MARTHA:

(KINDLY) Mr Victor? (PAUSE) Mr Victor? C’mon,
lad. You can’t be stayin’ out here all night.
You need to be gettin’ indoors.

51. YOUNG HOLMES: And what brought you out? It hardly seems a
clement evening, or an agreeable location, for
a young woman to be taking a night stroll.
52. MARTHA:

Make fun of me, will ya? Who’re you to be
asking questions in the dark? This is my land,
this is. And we’ve ’ad trouble with poachers
before. I’ve got every right to be ’ere... and
a lot more right than some.

53. YOUNG HOLMES: True enough. I take it we can leave...
Emerson... here until morning?
54. MARTHA:

(UNCERTAINLY) Uh... I guess that’d be alright.

55. YOUNG HOLMES: Victor! Pull yourself together. There’s a
young woman here who needs an escort back to
her cottage and there is clearly something
malevolent in the vicinity this night. We
shouldn’t leave her sister unguarded either.
56. MARTHA:
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57. YOUNG HOLMES: The bracelet around your wrist. You don’t
appear to be wearing anything else in the way
of adornment so the bracelet must be special to
you. It has the letters I.H. engraved in a
floral pattern, unlikely to be a man’s
initials. Your mother perhaps, but no, you’ve
been brought up to be sensible and
unsentimental. You’re wearing it for someone
who’s still alive. My guess is a sister. Was I
right?
58. MARTHA:

Ooh, we are pleased with ourselves, aren’t we?

59. VICTOR:

What? But Emerson... we can’t just...

60. YOUNG HOLMES: We can and we will. Things are far too
serious to allow a girl to wander these hills
on her own, however armed she might be.
61. VICTOR:

(PULLING HIMSELF TOGETHER) Yes. Yes of course.
It’s Miss Hudson isn’t it? From Chiswell
Cottage?

62. MARTHA:

Yes, sir, it is.

63. VICTOR:

(SNIFFLING ONCE) Then let’s be getting on.

64. ELDER HOLMES: And that was how we left it that night. We
returned Martha to her cottage where, as I
rightly surmised, she lived with her sister,
and made our way back to Donnithorpe. The poor
man kept mumbling to himself over and over...
65. VICTOR:

Who’d hurt such a loveable dog? Who’d do it?
Who’d want to hurt my dog?

66. ELDER HOLMES: I’m sorry to say that as far as I could see,
the list of suspects would be difficult to
narrow down. If my own experience was anything
to go by then everyone who had ever met the
damnable creature — with the possible exception
of its grief-stricken owner himself — was a
suspect.
67. MUSIC:

[47] (BRIDGE) OMINOUS SCENE ENDER — LET IT
FINISH.
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SCENE 4: EXT. CHISWELL COTTAGE ON THE NEIGHBORING HUDSON
PROPERTY — MORNING (YOUNG HOLMES, MARTHA)
68. SOUND:

[57] (WALLA) COUNTRY NOISES (BIRDS, A FARM
ANIMAL OR TWO) — ESTABLISH AND UNDER

69. SOUND:

[15] KNOCKING ON DOOR FOLLOWED BY DOOR OPENING
— LET IT FINISH

70. MARTHA:

(SUSPICIOUS) ’oo is it?

71. YOUNG HOLMES: Ah, Miss Hudson. We meet again.
72. MARTHA:

You’d be the gentleman I threatened with Old
Bessie last night.

73. YOUNG HOLMES: “Old Bessie”?
74. MARTHA:

My Da’s old shotgun.

75. YOUNG HOLMES: Ah. Just so.
76. MARTHA:

Well? Who you be? And what you be wanting?

77. YOUNG HOLMES: Oh very well. It’s always such a relief to
dispense with the niceties. It was Mr Trevor
who insisted I come up here and ask permission
to cross your land anyway. (TAKES A BREATH) My
name is Sherlock Holmes and I am here for the
dog.
78. MARTHA:

The dog?

79. YOUNG HOLMES: You’re not really going to make me repeat
everything I say, are you? This conversation
has been tiresome enough already.
80. MARTHA:

Ooh! You’re a fine one, aren’t you? Go on then,
get your damned mutt out of my tree and be off
with you... and take that ghost with you while
you’re about it.

81. YOUNG HOLMES: That what?
82. MARTHA:

(MOCKINGLY) You’re not really going to ask me
to repeat everything I say, are you?

83. YOUNG HOLMES: (AHEM) No, but I’ll settle for an
explanation of that last statement.
84. MARTHA:

Well, “when you’ve ruled out everything that’s
possible, whatever is left, ’owever impossible,
’as to be the truth.” That dog was the victim
of an ’aunting... but I think you know that
already.

85. YOUNG HOLMES: And what makes you think that?
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86. MARTHA:

That’s an obsidian ring on your finger, that
is. And you ’ave sage poking out of your
pockets or I’m a march ’are. I suspect the
chain around your neck is silver ’n all, and
putting it all together I’m willing to guess
that the bulge in your waistcoat pocket is... a
bag of salt?

87. YOUNG HOLMES: Beans actually, the salt’s in my breast
pocket.
88. MARTHA:

All good ghost remedies, Mr ’olmes.

89. YOUNG HOLMES: So the folklorists say.
90. MARTHA:

But unlikely to do yer much good ’ere, is it?

91. YOUNG HOLMES: Why not?
92. MARTHA:

You don’t know where yer ghost is, or what it
wants. ’ard to get rid of under those
circumstances, I’d say.

93. YOUNG HOLMES: And you’d be right. But I’m not your average
folklorist any more than you are your average
farmer’s daughter.
94. MARTHA:

Now ’oo’s bein’ cryptic?

95. YOUNG HOLMES: There’s a salt circle by the window on your
porch. Catching spirits, were we?
96. MARTHA:

You don’t miss much, do you? Yes, we ’ad a
mischief makin’ visitor botherin’ us a few
night’s back. Just a wee sprite, but a
nuisance. Salt’s the best kind of trap for the
unnatural that I know.

97. YOUNG HOLMES: Yes it is. Nothing magical or “unnatural,”
once enclosed, can pass the barrier it creates.
Did you catch your pest?
98. MARTHA:

Yes, and the mornin’s light dispelled it.
Nothin’ like sunlight for dealin’ with what’s
been trapped in a salt circle.

99. YOUNG HOLMES: At least until the sun goes down. Has it
come back?
100. MARTHA:

No. It’s gone in search of easier pickin’s, I
reckon. I doubt it’ll be back. ’n’ if it is, I
know how to deal with it.

101. YOUNG HOLMES: Yes, I think you do. (BEAT) (AS IF STRUCK
BY A NEW THOUGHT) Would you care to accompany
me in the examination of the dead animal by
daylight, Miss Hudson?
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102. MARTHA:

Since it’s on my land, I’d be a fool to stay
behind. And you certainly need some watching.
No mistake.

103. MUSIC:

[48] (BRIDGE) NEUTRAL SCENE ENDER — LET IT
FINISH
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SCENE 5: EXT. THE BOG ON THE NEIGHBORING HUDSON PROPERTY.
MORNING (VICTOR, YOUNG HOLMES, MARTHA, MR TREVOR, ELDER
HOLMES)
104. SOUND:

[16] FADE IN SQUELCHING OF BOOTS THROUGH MUD
FOR A FEW STEPS — LET IT FINISH

105. VICTOR:

(AT A DISTANCE) Are you alright there, Holmes?

106. YOUNG HOLMES: (IGNORING VICTOR AND ADDRESSING MARTHA)
Well, what do you make of it?
107. MARTHA:

It’s not much different to last night.

108. YOUNG HOLMES: Nothing strikes you as a little off?
109. MARTHA:

Everything about this strikes me as off, Mr
’olmes. Was there something in particular you
’ad in mind?

110. YOUNG HOLMES: The cuts, Miss Hudson. They are as straight
and clean as a surgeon’s scalpel might make.
111. MARTHA:

So?

112. YOUNG HOLMES: How many ghosts have you come across that
can carry cold iron?
113. MARTHA:

Oh! Why none of course. Silver and cold iron’s
something the dead can’t abide.

114. YOUNG HOLMES: Exactly! (BEAT) And what’s this?
115. MARTHA:

’ere, that looks like letters. Carved into the
right side of its belly. What’s it say?

116. YOUNG HOLMES: It’s a name: Gloria Scott. Does it mean
anything to you?
117. MARTHA:

Not a thing? Should it?

118. YOUNG HOLMES: It reminds me of something but I can’t
quite... (CALLING TO VICTOR) Victor? Mr Trevor?
Does the name “Gloria Scott” mean anything to
either of you?
119. MR TREVOR: (AT A DISTANCE, GROWING SUDDENLY ANGRY) What?
Is this some kind of joke? If it is I’ll have
you know I do not find it funny in any way!
120. YOUNG HOLMES: It is no joke, Mr Trevor. Far from it in
fact. The animal has the words “Gloria Scott”
carved into its belly.
121. MR TREVOR: (NOW VERY ANGRY INDEED) Now see here! I don’t
know what you’re playing at but I want you out
of my house. It wouldn’t surprise me if you
were behind this whole thing. Nothing like this
happened before you arrived... and you had no
love for that dog. Just what’s your game?
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122. VICTOR:

(SHOCKED) Father, please!

123. YOUNG HOLMES: (BEMUSED) It’s no game, Mr Trevor, I assure
you. But if you know something about the
importance of that name I suggest you share it
right away.
124. MR TREVOR: (ALMOST FEARFUL) I’m having none of this. You
get out of my house... and don’t you come back.
125. YOUNG HOLMES: But Mr Trevor...
126. MR TREVOR: Get out! You hear me? Get out!
127. ELDER HOLMES: And so I left Donnithorpe. Victor was most
apologetic. He took pains to separate himself
from his father’s attitude, saying he had no
idea what had gotten into the man. I did not
see Martha again, nor did I have time to
ascertain what she may have thought of the
whole affair before I returned to London. It
surprised me how much my attention returned to
her over the next few weeks. Our acquaintance
could hardly have been called warm — in fact
her hostility had been rather obvious to me in
our brief encounters to that point — but I
nonetheless felt an odd kinship for the fierce
intellect that hid behind her graceless mode of
speech. As for myself, I returned to my
experiments at the university and while there
took the liberty of tracking down what
references there were to the name “Gloria
Scott.”
As it happens, I had a little luck in that
regard. A convict transport ship named the
“Gloria Scott” underwent mutiny and was sunk in
a storm on November 6, 1855. It was this event
which had registered in my memory while at
Donnithorpe. I had encountered the tale of the
mutiny while conducting some research in the
records of the Admiralty the previous year. It
had made a singular impression upon me, having
been marked by an unusual degree of violence
and cruelty. There were even rumors to the
effect that some of the officers had been eaten
by the mutineers.
Having solved at least that much of the
mystery, I put the affair from my thoughts and
contented myself with my researches in
biological chemistry for the following seven
weeks. But then the letter arrived...
128. MUSIC:
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ACT 2
INTRODUCTION (ELDER HOLMES, MARTHA)
129. ELDER HOLMES: [CUE] The letter was addressed by a woman’s
hand but was neither scented nor on expensive
paper. The postmark indicated it was from the
general vicinity of Donnithorpe.
It read...
130. MARTHA:

“Dear Mr ’olmes,
Please come at once. The dogs are all dead and
the cabbages ’ave been blighted. Mr Trevor
Senior is supposed to ’ave engaged a new manservant, but no one, not even ’is son, seems to
have laid eyes on ’im for some weeks. I’m sure
you understand what this means.
Your ’umble servant,
Martha ’udson.”

131. ELDER HOLMES: It’s true. I did know what her missive
meant. Our nocturnal visitor of so many weeks
before had made a home for itself at
Donnithorpe and was growing stronger. The
situation had, in fact, grown quite alarming in
the intervening period and it was essential
that I return as soon as possible. I
telegrammed my intentions immediately and
headed directly for the train station.
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SCENE 6: EXT. CHISWELL COTTAGE ON THE NEIGHBORING HUDSON
PROPERTY — MIDDAY (YOUNG HOLMES, MARTHA)
132. SOUND:

[57] (WALLA) COUNTRY NOISES (BIRDS, A FARM
ANIMAL OR TWO) — ESTABLISH AND UNDER

133. SOUND:

[17] IMPATIENT LOUD KNOCKING ON THE DOOR — LET
IT FINISH

134. MARTHA:

(FROM BEHIND THE DOOR) ’oo’s that knocking on
my parlor door like that. It’s fit to knock the
door clean off its ’inges.

135. SOUND:

[18] DOOR OPENS — LET IT FINISH

136. MARTHA:

Oh, it’s you Mr ’olmes. That was quick. You
must’ve come up from London in a tearin’ ’urry.

137. YOUNG HOLMES: Tell me about the dogs!
138. MARTHA:

And a fine how’d-ya-do to you too Mr ’olmes.
Don’t they teach manners up in London no more?

139. YOUNG HOLMES: Miss Hudson, we have very little time to
lose. Please. Tell me about the dogs.
140. MARTHA:

Actually, we’ve a little time yet. The blight
only reached our cabbages on Monday last, and
’ere it’s only Wednesday. The thing itself
’asn’t grown so strong as to take on shape just
yet. (BEAT) Where’re you staying if I might be
so bold?

141. YOUNG HOLMES: (A LITTLE WRONG FOOTED) I suppose I shall
try Donnithorpe, though I haven’t had time to
communicate with Victor just yet.
142. MARTHA:

I doubt you’ll be finding any welcome there Mr
’olmes. Donnithorpe isn’t a terribly welcoming
or ’ospitable locale at present.
(BUSINESS LIKE) I think it’d be best if you
stayed ’ere. We’ve a spare room at the back of
the cottage and Irene’ll kip in with me.

143. YOUNG HOLMES: Aren’t you concerned about creating a
scandal?
144. MARTHA: Mr ’olmes, I can take care o’ meself. I’ve been
looking after Irene since my old da’ passed on
and workin’ this cottage without much fear of
the neighbors’ gossip.
145. YOUNG HOLMES: Irene is your sister, of course. Not here
at the moment though?
146. MARTHA:

(COLDLY) No. She’s out.

147. YOUNG HOLMES: In fact, she’s not around very much at all,
is she? I’d wager you do most of the work to
keep the place running. Where is she right now?
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148. MARTHA:

She’s over at the Adler farm. She’s found
’erself a nice young man there with “good
prospects” as they say. ’e’s the youngest,
but’ll ’ave a decent income nonetheless.

149. YOUNG HOLMES: Yes, I’m sure. Spoiled her a bit after your
father died, did you? And she let you, by the
look.
150. SOUND:

[19] FACE BEING SLAPPED — HARD —LET IT FINISH

151. MARTHA:

(ANGRY) Mr ’olmes, life ’asn’t been easy ’ere
at the cottage, and I’ve made my share of
mistakes as far as Irene’s concerned... but
I’ll ’ave you to understand that she is my
concern... and none of yours... (THREATENING)
Do we ’ave an understandin’?

152. YOUNG HOLMES: Absolutely. (BEAT) And I accept by the way.
153. MARTHA:

You what?

154. YOUNG HOLMES: Your hospitality, Miss Hudson. I accept it.
155. MARTHA:

(BEWILDERED) After what you just... You think
I’m just going to let you...

156. YOUNG HOLMES: Miss Hudson, if my capacity to so
thoroughly insult both you and your sister
hasn’t gone some way towards demonstrating that
I am as safe and scandal free a house guest as
you’re ever likely to get, I don’t know what
will. And you might give some consideration to
the notion that the demonstration of that fact
also cost me a slapped face.
157. MARTHA:

(AMUSED) I see. (BUSINESS LIKE AGAIN) Well
you’d best come in and I’ll be telling you
about them dogs.

158. MUSIC:

[48] (BRIDGE) NEUTRAL SCENE ENDER — LET IT
FINISH
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SCENE 7: EXT. DONNITHORPE — NIGHT (MARTHA, YOUNG HOLMES, MR
ADLER, IRENE, JOE, MICHAEL, PETER)
159. SOUND:

[1] WALLA — CRICKETS, WIND IN TREES, OCCASIONAL
OWL HOOT — ESTABLISH AND UNDER

160. MARTHA:

This is trespassin’ you know. Donnithorpe is
private property.

161. YOUNG HOLMES: Really? I had no idea. We’d best be careful
then, lest someone calls “the peelers.”
162. MARTHA:

Are you makin’ fun o’ the way I talk?

163. YOUNG HOLMES: It never crossed my mind.
164. SOUND:

[20] TWANG-CRACK OF BRANCH

— LET IT FINISH

165. YOUNG HOLMES: (GRUNTS AS STRUCK BY BRANCH)
166. MARTHA:

Mind your ’ead, Mr ’olmes. Movin’ through the
countryside at night takes a bit o’ care if’n
yer not used to it.

167. YOUNG HOLMES: You did that on purpose.
168. MARTHA:

(CHEERFULLY) Never crossed my mind.
Anyways, that’s the ’ouse up ahead. We’d best
be especially careful from this point.

169. YOUNG HOLMES: How many dogs did you say have died
recently?
170. MARTHA:

Near as I can tell, every dog in a ten mile
radius o’ this place.

171. YOUNG HOLMES: Yes, and I can see that the house is the
source of the vegetation blight. Every blade of
grass is withered around the place in an evergrowing circle.
172. MARTHA:

Can you feel it Mr ’olmes? It’s like someone’s
got their ’and around my ’eart. Everthing feels
cold an’ ’orrible.

173. YOUNG HOLMES: Yes. Even the lights in the house appear
muted and dull. This specter is unusually
strong. I believe it will become physical soon.
At which point the killing will begin in
earnest.
174. MARTHA:
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175. YOUNG HOLMES: Undoubtedly Mr Trevor senior. At least
initially. I’d be very surprised if Victor
hasn’t sickened as well in this unwholesome
atmosphere.
What of the neighbors? Are any besides
yourselves suspicious of what’s been going on
here?
176. MARTHA:

Ours is the closest property, so I don’t think
anyone else’s been affected. The Adler’s are on
t’other side, but the blight hasn’t spread so
far yet.

177. YOUNG HOLMES: And Irene? Can she keep a secret?
178. MARTHA:

Irene may be smarter than the two of us
combined, Mr ’olmes. You don’t know ’er, but I
do. She won’t be blabbin’ about this.

179. YOUNG HOLMES: I may know her better than you think, Miss
Hudson. From my examination of your living
arrangements I am willing to own that she’s as
clever as you say. However, she is also cunning
and gives all the signs of being the kind of
person who would sell their own mother if there
was a profit to be made from it.
180. MARTHA:

(SHOCKED) Mr ’olmes!

181. YOUNG HOLMES: I’m willing to own that you’re uncommonly
clever yourself, Miss Hudson, but you do seem
to have something of a blind spot when it comes
to your younger sibling. What is it between the
two of you that makes you so unwilling to look
with clear eyes upon your domestic
arrangements?
182. MARTHA:

(COLDLY) What’s between me an’ my sister’s
between us, Mr ’olmes an’ I’ll thank ye to
remember it.

183. YOUNG HOLMES: As you say, Miss Hudson. Do you have the
salt with you?
184. MARTHA:

O’ course. You don’t think I’d come out on a
job like this without something I could use as
a barrier against the specter. (BEAT) I’m
’oping you’ve not forgotten yours neither.

185. YOUNG HOLMES: No, it’s here. I suggest you get ready to
use it at short notice. I doubt we’ll get much
more than a fleeting opportunity to try and
trap the thing. (BEAT) Look, there’s something
moving across the grounds.
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This ends the 50% free sample of this work. We hope you enjoyed Tess and Trent’s
adventure so far. If you did, then please visit http://www.weirdworld.com to obtain the
complete work... and please feel free to share this sample with friends and others who may
also enjoy it.
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